Mishmash Maghreb-Québec

 كيبيك- خليط مغرب

“While borders are thought of as partitionary lines which include
something and exclude the rest, the threshold is imagined as a liminal
space in which anything is possible. While borders create clear
divisions, thresholds mark a space of possibilities, empowerment,
and metamorphosis.” 1
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Text by
Didier Morelli

Erika Fischer-Lichte, The Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetic (2008). Page 205.

Translation in Arabic by
Lynn Kodeih

Reflection around the web art installation Monabamaqueb (2022)
by Laïla Mestari.
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My ten-year old laptop struggles to load the graphics, sounds, and GIFs that constitute the
vertical frieze Monabamaqueb (2022). So, I wait, contemplating using my iPhone and its 5G network
instead.
In my ageing computer’s slow descent into web surfing obsolescence over the past
decade, I have become accustomed to my browser’s warning that my “connection is not private:
Attackers might be trying to steal your information….” Routinely bypassing this nuisance by
manually proceeding beyond the security check, I am surprisingly casual about the constant
threats of intercepted connections, passwords, messages or credit cards. This liminal space that is
the internet, of which I now only vaguely remember the physicality of when dial-up access used
to jam up the landline, is so fluid that I barely perceive its edges, boundaries, or limits. Where does
it begin and end, and where do I, [insert memoji], fit into this matrix?
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In the outer reaches of Laïla Mestari’s Monabamaqueb is an interstellar space that garners our
attention because of its distant, vast, and infinite echoes of noisy, cross-cultural worldly realities.
Above the fray, floating like its own constellation, the artist appears on technological screens from
various epochs: flat screen, computer monitor, tube television, telephone, smart-pad, and camcorder
viewfinder. These short, looping glimpses of performances for the camera offer various portals into
a biographical virtual installation. Taken together, these sometimes-playful snippets seek to resolve
a complicated equation:
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<Montrealer+NorthAfrican+Berber+Arab+NorthAfrican+Quebecer=?>
In this instance specifically, the answer to the code is Mestari, captured repeatedly performing the
outlines of her self-described hybrid identity. The work is a mishmash, in both form and content,
aesthetic and concept, structure and meaning. Diaspora, immigration, and fragmentation are embodied through depictions of water flowing in its various states (liquid, solid, gas), through the flight
of birds of feather or birds of steel, and the presence of patterns, dresses, textiles, and other visual
codes that have travelled from one circumscribed geographic region to the other. This unceded territory, a liminal space within the artist’s mind, runs freely to the intergenerational sounds and sights
of Mestari’s cultural métissage and its many contradictions, intricacies, and beauties.

<Montrealer+NorthAfrican+Berber+Arab+NorthAfrican+Quebecer=?>

« OK, OK, come on, bye-bye. »

In an essay entitled “Performing Postcoloniality in the Moroccan Scene: Emerging Sites of
Hybridity” (2010), the scholar Khalid Amine writes about empowerment, indoctrination, and
postcolonial intersubjectivity within Morocco’s 20th century theatrical tradition. Speaking about
“performing liminality” in Morocco specifically, he states: “My argument is that contemporary
Moroccan theatre finds itself construed within a liminal space, on the borderlines between different
tropes. It cannot exist otherwise, for it juxtaposes heterogeneous entities to emerge as a hybrid field
that is spaced between East and West. It is fusion of Western theatrical traditions and local Arabic
performance practices.” (193) His conclusion, that hybridity is “not simply a fusion of two pure
moments, but the persistent emergence of liminal third spaces that transform, renew, and recreate
different kinds of writing out of previous models” (204), rejoins Mestari’s inter-medial remixing.

The history of performance art is also that of the evolution of media. The term intermedia, coined
in the mid-1960s by Fluxus artist Dick Higgins, describes various interdisciplinary art activities
situated between genres. Monabamaqueb continues in this lineage, introducing important
identitarian anchor points that were often evacuated from the white, male-dominated and overly conceptually concerned experimental 1960s practices. The realisation of a body politic within
Mestari’s work is intrinsically linked to both its hybrid structure—betwixt mediums—and content—
betwixt cultures.
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(SS) Simultaneous&Syncopated

(SS) Simultaneous&Syncopated

Towards the bottom of its frieze, Monabamaqueb lands in a three-dimensional room of tiled images,
a series of video stills and drawings where the artist seeks to uncover her own resemblance with
members of her family. Trying to “figure out what my face is, where it comes from, what it does,”
Mestari’s intervention calls upon seminal art historical feminist self-portrait aesthetics like those of
Suzy Lake (Miss Chatelaine, 1973), Ana Mendieta (Untitled (Glass on Body Imprints), 1972), and
Mona Hatoum (So Much I Want To Say, 1983). Below this room, at the bottom of a staircase, is yet
another ring of existence.

This downward motion continuously guides our journey, towards a final image of Mestari wearing
a jellaba in a bridge pose on a North African textile carpet. This corporeal bridge, repeated
numerous times throughout the frieze, is an important metaphor. It gestures to the underlying
connectivity of Monabamaqueb different elements, to a flight over borders and boundaries in
order to generate newfound identities. As a third, liminal space, a heterogenous assemblage, Mestari
escapes the strictures of contemporary discourse to create her own expressive architecture of a
Maghrebian-Québécois.

Monabamaqueb (2022)
Monabamaqueb is a URL work inhabited by the question of the hybridity of Maghrebian-Quebec identity.
Composed in the manner of a vertical frieze, the project gathers photographs, GIFs, drawings and soundtracks from
a visual and performative research on auto-ethnography, the inhabitation of territory and the digestion of knowledge.
The surrealist architecture of the work and its ambiguous intergalactic location momentarily suspend discourses
on identity in order to deterritorialize its possibilities. The title is a contraction of Montrealer + North African +
Berber + Arab + North African + Quebecer, and calls for an artistic practice of fragmentation and reconfiguration.

Monabamaqueb is a work by Laïla Mestari, co-produced by Galerie Galerie with the support
of the Canada Council for the Arts.
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